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ABSTRACT
A token economy was maintained throughout the
school year in a split first-second grade classroom.
Subjects were 26 lower socioeconomic class Mexican-American
and Negro children.

Tokens were stars made with a rubber

stamp in individual booklets.

Deportment and (predomi

nantly) .academic behaviors were reinforced.

Contingencies

involved immediate and delayed reinforcement on continuous
and intermittent schedules.

Backup reinforcers included

food, trinkets, and individual and group activities.

Notes

were sent home with completed token pages.
Subjects showed a significant, generally linear,
increase in token earnings.

Individual earnings were

significantly correlated with more spring than fall test
«
measures. Gains of token subjects in tested academic
achievement were significantly greater, and scores on two
vocabulary tests significantly higher, than those of
control subjects.

However, this may have been a function

of variables other than the token system.
All token room subjects expressed favorable valua
tion of tokens.

More work- and play- than token-related

items were offered by subjects as positively valued in
written and oral attitude assessment.
viii
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Tokens were thought to have useful discriminative
as well as reinforcing functions.

High motivational levels

of subjects were maintained the following year despite
abrupt termination of the token system.

INTRODUCTION
Laboratory developed principles relating behavior
to contingencies of reinforcement in the environment have
been the basis for numerous attempts at experimental
analysis and application in the natural environment.
Several such studies were published by Oilman and Krasner
(1965).

Subjects included institutionalized chronic

schizophrenic adults, autistic children, institutionalized
emotionally disturbed and retarded children, and hyperac
tive, isolate, and regressed children in classroom
settings.
Typically, the behavior modifier has worked with
subjects whose action repertoires have previously been
judged abnormal, inappropriate, or deficient.

By

restructuring of reinforcement conditions, these
repertoires have been modified.

Some studies (Allen

et a l ., 1964) included a functional analysis, with
reversal and subsequent re-institution of treatment condi
tions.

More often focus has been on treatment effects and

on maintenance of newly established behaviors.
Intervention in the natural environment has been
used to supplement an experimental clinical program of
behavior modification (Wetzel, Baker, Roney, and Martin,
1966).

In addition, direct intervention in the natural
1
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environment has been demonstrated to be a powerful means of
modifying behavior.

Aylion and Azrin (1965) substantially

increased the performance of job work, on and off the ward,
by hospitalized psychotic women.

Intervention mediated by

teachers and parents was successful in eliminating socially
inappropriate behaviors of predelinquent children (Thome,
Tharp, and Wetzel, 1967).
Behavior Modification in the Classroom
Schools are environments expressly created to
modify social and academic behaviors of children to meet a
series of increasingly demanding performance criteria.
Social behavior tolerated in the first grade will not be
tolerated in the sixth grade.

A "good reader" at the

second grade level may find himself unable to meet the
reading demands of the fourth grade curriculum.

Failure

to meet successive performance criteriairesults in
increasingly aversive consequences.
The reasons why children fail to learn are usually
not at all clear.

Often some characteristic of the child

is blamed, low IQ, or insufficient motivation, for example.
A better curriculum may be sought, or better teachers.
Still, there are many children who fail to learn, either
socially, academically, or both.

Behavior modifiers have

given increasing attention to these problems.

Cottage and

classroom programs for institutionalized retarded children
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were developed to maximize participation, and social and
academic learning (Girardeau and Spradlin, 1964; Bimbrauer,
Bijou, Wolf, and Kidder, 1965; Birnbrauer, Wolf, Kidder,
and Tague, 1965).

Introduction of new classroom contin

gencies increased academic performance of high school
students in a remedial reading program (Martin, Schwyhart,
and Wetzel, 1967).

Deviant behaviors were reduced or

eliminated and socially appropriate behaviors established
in emotionally disturbed children in an adjustment class
(O'Leary and Becker, 1968), and in disturbed adolescents in
a special school setting (Martin et a l ., 1968).
Token Reinforcement Systems
All of the group studies cited made use of systems
of token reinforcement.

Tokens are small inexpensive

objects, easily dispensed, that can be exchanged for any of
a number of backup reinforcers made available.

Tokens used

included metal disks, marbles, check marks, and plastic
poker chips.

In addition to its efficiency, the token

technique can accommodate the great variation, both between
individuals and in the same individual over time, of the
effectiveness of any given reinforcer.

Events in the

conditioning history of individuals, as well as states of
deprivation and satiation, influence effectiveness even
within a single class of reinforcers, e .g . , social or
verbal (Krasner, 1958).

Zigler (1963) found that the word
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"good" was a more effective reinforcer with some children
than the word "right."

Speed of learning and performance

on a variety of tasks has been found to be in part a
function of reinforcement value (Brackbill and Jack, 1958;
Terrell and Kennedy, 1957), social class of subjects
(Terrell, Durkin, and Wiesley, 1959), and birth order
position of subjects (Gilmore and Zigler, 1964).
Staats, Staats, Schutz, and Wolf (1962) provided
small children with marbles upon correct reading skill
responses.

The children could save marbles toward the

"purchase" of pre-selected toys, or trade them immediately
for food or trinkets.

Other backup reinforcers used, in

academic setting studies cited, include canteen items,
field trips, grades, time off from class, and letters of
praise to parents.
Reinforcement in the Public Schools
Various inadequacies of the American public schools,
and of methods of teaching, in terms of the contingencies
of reinforcement they provide for children's learning, have
been pointed out by Staats and Staats (1964) and by
Skinner (1965).

Staats and Staats' criticisms include:

(1) too great intensity of training programs, creating
aversive situations in which children develop "escape"
behaviors; (2) scarcity of positive reinforcers in the
training programs; (3) the assumption by educators that
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"learning is its own reward," and therefore is rewarding to
all the children (or should be); (4) the further assumption
that attention and approval by the teacher will be strongly
established reinforcing stimuli and that the child will
seek to earn them by engaging in learning behaviors; (5)
reinforcement is most often not presented immediately
contingent on a correct response; (6) many reinforcers
present in the school environment (toys, games, recess,
special privileges) are provided non-contingently, and even
when contingent on a correct response, are not presented
immediately.

What is needed are a large number of "lighter

weight" reinforcers, presented immediately after correct
responses; (7) the available reinforcers are very weak for
some children (approval, grades); (8) the child for whom
they are weak will tend to earn fewer reinforcements over
time; finally (9) in this situation, requisite behaviors
which are present may not be maintained.

Skinner (1965)

defines teaching as "an arrangement of contingencies of
reinforcement under which behavior changes [p. 102]."

He

chides educators for their reliance on aversive controls,
which he sees necessitated by a failure to develop
systematic pedagogic methods based on experimentally
derived information on individual learning processes.
experimental analysis of teaching and learning in the
schools has just barely begun.

The
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Systems of token reinforcement suggest a possible
approach to many of these problems.

A major purpose of the

present study was to develop techniques of classroom
management for incorporating token reinforcement into the
normal teaching routines of a traditional public school
classroom.

Once established, a second purpose was to

observe the effects of such a system on the social and
academic behavior of the children.
The subjects in this study were from economically
disadvantaged ethnic groups that encounter considerable
difficulty in meeting the successive performance criteria
set by the public schools.

Henderson (1966), writing about

the same population from which most of the present subjects
were drawn, notes that "the performance gap between lowachieving Mexican-American children and the local norms for
standardized achievement and school ability tests grows
larger as the child progresses through school
This cumulative deficit was described by Deutsch (1965) for
similarly disadvantaged children.

A third purpose of the

study, therefore, was to compare the tested academic
achievement of the token room children with that of a
control group.

METHOD
Subj ects
In order to maintain a uniform ratio of pupils to
teachers, the school administration assigned a split firstsecond grade group of children to the token classroom.
First grade consisted of three girls and five boys, with a
mean chronological age (C.A.) of 6 years and 6 months.
Four of the children were Negro, and four were MexicanAmerican.

All were of lower socioeconomic class (S.E.C.).

Of seven fathers listing a place of employment, four were
unskilled laborers, three were semi-skilled.

Six of the

children had attended Head Start at the same school during
the previous year.

One girl and one boy were retained

first graders (C.A. 7-3 and 7-0).
Second grade had 10 girls and 8 boys, with a mean
C.A. of 7 years and 5 months.

Two of the children were

Negro, 16 were Mexican-American.

All were of lower S.E.C.

Of 12 fathers listing employment, 10 were in unskilled
jobs, 2 in semi-skilled.

Three others listed "unemployed,”

and 3 gave no information.

One boy (C.A. 10-3) had

recently arrived from Mexico and was placed in the second
grade to learn English.

Of the total of 26 children, 20

were living with a mother and father, the remainder with
one parent or with relatives.
7
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Procedure
During the school year, 22 meetings were held with
the teacher for planning and modification of the token
system.

The teacher administered all aspects of the token

program in the classroom.

She made the final choice of

behaviors to be reinforced, and reinforcers to be disi

pensed.

In addition, the teacher selected materials

supplementary to the state-adopted curriculum, and
performed all teaching functions (no aid or student teacher
was present).

Helper teachers in art and music made

occasional visits.

The author made nine visits to the

classroom for observation purposes only.
Token System
Tokens were stars one-half inch wide, made with a
rubber stamp.

During the first two weeks, the basic

contingency was taught:
--- »

Appropriate Behavior --- »

Backup Reinforcers.

Stars

At this time, large wall charts

were posted, on which stars could be drawn opposite each
child's name.

Another chart listed the behaviors for which

stars could be earned.

During the second week these were:

"Moving Chairs Quietly, Good Number Work, Good Worksheets,
Good Spelling Work (Second Grade), and Good Writing (First
Grade)."
Backup reinforcers during the first two weeks were
food items (cookies, candy, crackers, and pretzels).
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Initially, they were dispensed immediately following the
earning of tokens.

By the third day, tokens were being

counted up, and backup reinforcers dispensed, at the end of
the school day.

Three tokens were available on the first

day, eight on the fifth day.
During the third week, a shift was made from wall
charts to individual booklets, into which tokens were
entered for the remainder of the program.

Each child kept

his own booklet at his desk, or carried it about with him
in the classroom.

The booklets were 8 by 10 inch sheets of

construction paper, onto which other sheets of paper were .
stapled (Figure 1).

These included a Good Work Page, a

Good Behavior Page, and several sheets of lined writing
paper.
Social reinforcement from the teacher often
accompanied the dispensing of tokens, but was by no means
restricted to these occasions.

The child designated as

"Star Helper" on the weekly job list frequently assisted
the teacher in entering tokens into booklets.
Behaviors Reinforced
Tokens were entered on the Good Work Page con
tingent on the performance of specified lesson work tasks,
to a criterion set by the teacher.

On the Good Behavior

Page, tokens could be entered for the performance of any
classroom behavior which the teacher wished to reinforce.
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Reinforced classroom behaviors included deportment
items such as being ready, listening attentively, helping
another person, cleaning up, and being quiet when asked.
Children engaging in particularly desirable behaviors were
awarded additional tokens.

For example, Manuel picked up

papers in the bathroom without being asked to do so.

Adela

went downstairs to help Raul, when she realized that he was
unable to find his way to the library alone.
By the end of the third month, Good Behavior Page
tokens were given increasingly for work-related behaviors,
e.g., "good thinking," noticing, remembering, use of new or
difficult words, figuring something out, starting work
independently, and continuing to work independently.
Tokens were also contingent on the performance of
certain tasks outside of school, e.g., returning signed
forms, and bringing in items such as newspapers, or old
I

shirts for use as painting smocks.

Ten tokens were offered

to anyone whose parent attended a parent-teacher conference.
Backup Reinforcers
A complete list of backup reinforcers appears in
Table 1.

The following reinforcers were provided in

exchange for tokens entered on the Good Work Page:
1.

Classroom activities were available after comple
tion of academic tasks, e.g., playing with toys,
puzzles, blocks, art activities, use of a film
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Table 1
Backup Reinforcers

Prizes
Ball
Ball point pen
Boat
Bubble pipe
Candy (package)
Colored Chalk (box)
Coloring book

Comb (large)
Crayons (box)
Eraser (large)
Flute
Hair bows
Harmonica
Jacks

Magnifying glass
Marbles (large)
Pencil sharpener
Ring
Ruler

Trinkets
Airplanes
Balloons
Barrettes
Boat
Bracelet
Candy bunny
Cars

Comb (small)
Cowboys
Eraser (small)
Gold dish
Horse
Indians
Jeep

Lollipops
Marbles (small)
Pencil
Raisins (box)
Top
Writing Pad

Snacks
Candy c o m
Chewsits
Christmas candy
Cookies (assorted)
Crackers

Fritos
Gumdrops
Jelly Beans
M & Ms
Marshmallows

Mints
Mixed hard candy
Pretzels
Raisins

Group Treats
Visit Petting Zoo at shopping center
Ice Cream Party with music and games
Movie ("Bear Country")
Visit park (sail boats, feed ducks, and visit zoo)
Play with wet clay
Halloween Party (including making popcorn)
Thanksgiving Party (including making cranberry sauce)
Christmas Party (refreshments, games, and gifts)
Visit by professor with reptiles and amphibians
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Table 1— Continued

Bus trip to the desert
Cracking and eating different kinds of nuts
Eating coconuts, eating watermelons, eating pineapples

Art
Attendance
Fish
Librarian

Classroom Jobs
i
-------------Mi Ik
Star helper (morning)
Star helper (afternoon)
Paste
Telephone (Weather Bureau)
Play equipment
Snacks
Weather (take outside temp.)
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strip viewer, a small chalk board, or science
materials.
2.

Stars on this page were backed up the following day
with a morning snack, on a one star to one food
item basis.

3.

Assignment of classroom jobs was made to those
children earning the most tokens during any one
week.

As many as 12 jobs were available.

After

performing two jobs, children earning the most
tokens weekly were not assigned another job until
every child in the class had performed two jobs.
Instead, they were given 10 stars on the Good
Behavior Page.
4.

Group Treats, e.g., visiting the zoo, making
popcorn, playing with wet clay, were available when
every child had accumulated a specified number of
Good Work stars.

Notes were sent home announcing

these treats and praising the child's good work
efforts.
When the Good Behavior Page was filled with tokens
(50 stars) the child could select any item from the Trinket
Bank.

Trinkets (of up to five cent value) were shown to

the class as they were included in the Bank, and their
names were posted on wall charts in the room.

In order to

receive his trinket, the child was required to write his
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name, the date, and the name of the trinket desired, on one
of the sheets of lined writing paper attached to his
booklet.

Thus, the child kept his own record of trinkets

earned and chosen.

Trinkets were provided as soon after

the child presented his "order" and completed page of stars
as possible.

Initially the attention of the whole class

was called to this event, but as the year progressed social
reinforcement was provided by the teacher, and trinkets
were given, without disrupting class activities.

A note

commending the child for his good work and behavior was
stapled to the full page of stars and both were sent home
the same day (see Appendix A for wording of notes sent).
Teaching the Contingencies
Worksheets and assignment papers were graded after
school by the teacher.

Papers meeting her criterion

(usually, "complete and without errors"), were stamped
with one or more tokens.

Tokens were also stamped into

the booklets at this time.
children the next day.

The papers were returned to the

Children making necessary additions

or corrections on returned papers could still earn tokens.
The September-December format of the Good Work Page
(Figure 1) classified tokens by subject areas.

Frequent

reference was made by the teacher to these contingencies.
Tokens contingent on other work or deportment
behaviors were generally dispensed immediately.

Almost
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inevitably, the teacher stated the contingency:

"Bill is

listening"; "You remembered the word from our lesson last
week"; "Debbie is ready"; "Mary has found the number."
Overall contingencies were reviewed periodically.
This was especially necessary for Group Treats, toward
which the class accumulated tokens over a week, and later
over several weeks' time.

The teacher drew attention to

posters announcing the next Treat.
to keep track of class progress.

Charts were provided
For example, a thermom

eter chart was used, with 250 spaces for the children to
color, one for each token earned.

As the "temperature"

rose, the teacher drew attention to the approaching Treat.
Other Treats required a filled Good Behavior Page (50
tokens) from each child.

Charts provided spaces for

children to write their names once they had fulfilled the
requirement.

One such chart displayed a road; the teacher

made reference to the distance covered toward the Treat as
names were added.
Changes in the Token System
During the 16th week, the format was changed as
follows:
Good Work Page
The Good Work Page was ho longer subdivided into
days or subject areas, but ruled off into 50 squares.
Tokens were now entered on this page almost exclusively
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for behaviors related to academic performance.

Backup

reinforcers for this page were Trinkets and Group Treats,
administered as before.
Good Lesson Work Earns Prizes
The second page was titled "Good Lesson Work Earns
Prizes."

Tokens were entered on this page contingent on

the proper performance of assigned lesson work.

In addi

tion to the daily required assignmentoptional lesson
work was made available:

individual work in number work

books, book reports (second graders), coloring tasks (first
graders), reading to another child, reading to a parent or
other person at home (children carried cards on which the
person read to signed his name), being read to, and
presenting or responding to flash card drills.
When the fifty squares on this page were full, the
child could choose from a Prize Bank.

Prizes were items

judged by the teacher to be especially desirable to the
children, and of about 10 cents in value.

They included

plastic rulers, boxes of colored chalk, ball point pens,
and packages of candy (Table 1).

Completed pages, with

notes praising the child were sent home as before.
Other Changes
Three other changes were made after the first of
the year.

Budget limitations made the presentation of a

daily morning snack impossible.

These snacks were given
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intermittently, to any child on time in the morning.
Classroom jobs were made non-contingent; assignments were
simply rotated among the children.
tokens was increasingly thinned.

Also, dispensing of
Deportment was only very

intermittently reinforced, and academic behaviors were
reinforced at irregularly longer intervals.
Recording Classroom Behavior
Two observers visited the token classroom and
recorded the children's behavior.

One was an undergraduate

student majoring in psychology, the other a behavioral
analyst.

Both were staff members at the Southern Arizona

Mental Health Center.

The observation schedule, and

procedures for recording, categorizing, and data analysis,
are presented elsewhere (Martin, Tellez, Leslie, and
Burkholder, 1967).

The instrument was modified to retain

only reliable categories, resulting in an overall observer
reliability of .99.
Recordings were also made in a non-experimental
classroom of Mexican-American children at another school
(lower and lower middle S.E.C.), and in a class of white
middle S.E.C. children at a third school.
first-second grades.

Both were split

Additional recordings were available

from three experimental classrooms in the Cooperative
Project experimental program of the Early Childhood
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Education Laboratory (Research and Development Center,
College of Education, University of Arizona).
Principal purposes of the recording were to present
an objective record of the kinds of activity taking place
in the token classroom, and to make comparisons with other
classrooms in the same school district, as provided for
children similar to the token room subjects, and for
children who typically experience academic success and
progress in existing school programs.
Achievement Tests
A fall and a spring series of tests were adminis
tered.
Table 2.

Summary information on all tests used appears in
The teacher administered the Metropolitan tests

in the classroom; Research and Development Center staff
administered the remaining tests individually in an empty
classroom in the same building.

•

Control Groups
It was judged important to draw control subjects
(Ss) from the same school because the surrounding neighbor
hood was a disintegrated urban center not duplicated
elsewhere in the community.

Control Ss for the first grade

token group were a sample of 16 children drawn at random
from the two other first grade classes in the school.
of these classes were participating in the Cooperative
Project experimental program.

Both
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Table 2
Tests Used and Dates of Administration

Date

Grade

Name of Test

9/66

First

Metropolitan Readiness Test, Form A (1964).

9/66

Second

Metropolitan Achievement Test, Primary II
Battery, Form A (1958).

4/67

First

Metropolitan Achievement Test, Primary I
Battery, Form A (1958).

4/67

Second

Metropolitan Achievement Test, Primary II
Battery, Form A (1958).

4/67

Both

Van Alstyne Picture Vocabulary Test (1961).

4/67

Both

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children
(1949), Vocabulary Test only.

4/67

Both

Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale (1960),
Vocabulary Test only.

4/67

Both

Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities
(1961), Visual Decoding Test, and Vocal
Encoding Test only.

4/67

Both

Intellectual Tasks (1967), Conservation of
Quantity, Grouping, Discrimination, and
Story Test.
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The control group for second grade token classroom
Ss consisted of every child enrolled in the fourth through
sixth grade who had been administered the Metropolitan
Primary II Battery in both the fall and spring of his
second grade year at the same school.
Assessment of Subject Attitude
The teacher made note of various responses by the
children to aspects of the token system, e.g., expressions
of satisfaction, dissatisfaction, and interest, as well as
integration into drawings or compositions.
A month before the end of the school year, second
graders were asked, as part of a lesson work assignment, to
list "three things I like at school."

On the same day, the

first grade assignment was to draw pictures of "three things
I like at school."

Each first grader then dictated picture

titles to the teacher.

-

During the April administration of the Metropolitan
Achievement Tests, the author took the grade not being
tested into an adjacent empty classroom.

The children were

given lesson assignments by the teacher but were told that
they would also have a chance to talk into a tape recorder
and later listen to themselves talking.

While the children

were doing their lesson work, they were called one at a
time to a corner of the room, and a brief interview was
recorded.

The following questions (with some minor
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variations in wording) were asked:

(1) What is your name?;

(2) Did you like school this year (name)?; (3) What did you
like?;• (4) Did you like it when Mrs. Lowe gave you stars?;
(5) What did you have to do to get M r s . Lowe to give you
stars?; (6) What kinds of things did you learn in school
this year?
Assessment of Parental Attitude
By sending home completed booklet pages and notes,
an effort was made to let the parents know of the
existence of a reward system in the classroom.

At

regularly scheduled parent-teacher conferences, each parent
or parent surrogate who came to school was asked whether
they knew about the token system and, if so, what they
thought of it.

The teacher then talked about the value of

praising the child's school work, both at school and in the
home.

'
Curriculum
Teachers have some choice within a selection of

state adopted materials in setting up their classroom
curricula.

The curriculum used in the token classroom was

the one in general use throughout the school district, and
the same as that previously used by the teacher.

A list of

all texts used appears in Appendix C; the teacher's guides
available with these materials were utilized throughout.

RESULTS
The token program was maintained up to the end of
the school year.

Its total cost was approximately $84.00,

or $3.23 per child.
Tokens Earned
A total of 52,747 tokens were dispensed.

Of these,

20,847 (39%) were contingent on lesson work (including
optional lesson work), and 31,900 (61%) were contingent on
other academic and deportment behaviors.

Token earnings

shown in Table 3 and discussed below are those of 22
children enrolled for the full school year only.
First graders earned an average of 2,081 tokens,
while second graders averaged 2,197.

Although mean earnings

in the two grades were similar (t = 1.9016, N.S.), about
half of the first graders earned fewer than 2,000 tokens,
as compared to less than a third of the second graders.
Figure 2 indicates overlapping distributions, but with
consistently lower first grade means,’ for total earnings,
lesson and behavior contingent earnings, and mean daily
increment in Period II (weeks 16-38), over Period I (weeks
1-15).
First graders were provided with fewer academic
tasks, took longer to do those that were assigned, were
23
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Table 3
Tokens Earned by Individuals

Behaviora

To tal

Mean Daily Increment
Period I-II

Grade

Lesson Work

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

. 470
648
667
734
757
890
913
1,319

850
1,150
1,100
1,250
1,400
1,350
1,600
1,550

1,320
1,798
1,767
1,984
2,157
2,240
2,513
2,869

0.4
2.5
1.7
1.4
1.9
2.3
2.8
4.6

800

1,281

2,081

• 2.2

523
613
682
778
792
844
875
926
943
947
1,048
1,099
1,118
1,224

950
850
1,300
1,250
1,100
1,250
1,250
1,550
1,350
1,350
1,450
1,600
1,400
1,700

1,473
1,463
1,982
2,028
1,892
2,094
2,125
2,476
2,293
2,297
2,498
2,699
2,518
2,924

887

1,311

2,197

3.2

18,810

28,600

47,410

62.9

855

1,300

2,155

2.9

Gr. 1
Mean
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Gr. 2
Mean

'

0.8
2.5
4.0 *
3.0
2.8
3.3
2.8
3.8
3.0
3.1
3.3
4.6
3.9
4.4

BOTH
Total
Mean

aNumber of trinkets or prizes earned x 50.

GR.2
GR.1

GRADE 1

*mm*G R A D E 2

NUMBER

OF C H I L D R E N

BEHAVIOR

.

INCREMENT

LESSON

1 2

TOKENS

Figure 2 .

EARNED

Distributions of First and Second Grade Token Earnings

M

in
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less capable of performing academic behaviors independently,
and were disadvantaged by the criteria set:
and without errors.

work completed

The younger group neither completed

work as consistently, nor were they as able to correct
errors independently.

We attempted to increase first grade

earnings by awarding more tokens per lesson unit, and by
providing optional work well within their ability, such as
coloring tasks.

However, this was not sufficient to

equalize earnings.
Increase in Token Earnings
Every £> increased his mean daily token earnings
over the school year.

The class mean (Figure 3) rose from

2.8 during the first two weeks, to 8.1 during the last two
weeks of the program.

An analysis of variance for effect

of trials (Edwards, 1965) shows the increase in both grades
to be a significant departure from chance (p ( .01).

The

analysis is summarized in Table 4.
Trend analysis on the combined data indicates that
90.23% of the variance in slope can be accounted for by a
linear trend (F = 628.79, p ( .001).

No significant

quadratic component (curvature) was present (F ( 1.0).
Individual Differences in Token Earnings
In addition to the differences between grades,
token earnings also showed a wide range among individual
children within grades.

Total earnings ranged, in the

o G rade 1
• G rade 2
Smoothed Mean
Both G rades

20

WE E KS

Figure 3.

Mean Tokens Earned Daily
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Table 4
Analysis of Variance, Increase in Token Earnings

Source

S.S.

d.f.

M.S.

F

Grade 1
Trials
Subj ects
Ss x Trials
Total

798.77
453.20
883.70
2135.87

36
6
216
258

22.19
75.53
4.09

5.42**

56.54
1.87
3.86

14.64**

69.66
27.81
3.60

19.32**

2263.66
0.28

628.79**

Grade 2
Trials
Subj ects
Ss x Trials
Total

2035.47
22.41
1668.61
3726.49

36
12
432
480

Both Grades
Trials
Subjects
Ss x Trials
Total
Linear Comp.
Quadratic C.
**p < .01.

2507.90
528.34
2466.04
5502.28
2263.66
0.28

36
19
684
739
1
1
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first grade, from 1,320 to 2,869, and in the second grade
from 1,463 to 2,924.
Two or three children remained at the top ranks of
tokens earners throughout.

These children also showed the

greatest increases in token earnings during Period II, when
reinforcement was contingent largely on academic behaviors,
including the performance of optional work.

However,

between Periods I and II, 14 children changed ranks by two
or more steps in total earnings.

Some children performing

at a high rank in lesson work during Period I dropped in
rank because of a failure to engage in a great deal of
optional work.

On the other hand, some children less able

to meet lesson work criteria in Period I, were able to
increase their token earnings by engaging in optional work.
Correlation With Academic Ability
To a large extent, token earnings were contingent
on successful academic performance.

Was there a signifi

cant relationship between token earnings and initial
academic ability (as shown by fall test scores), terminal
academic ability (as shown by spring test scores), both,
or neither?

Correlation coefficients were computed between

total lesson work contingent token earnings and fall and
spring subscale scores on the Metropolitan Achievement
Test, Primary II Battery (second graders); total token
earnings and Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test scores
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(first graders, fall); and total token earnings and
Metropolitan Achievement Test subscales, Primary I Battery
(first graders, spring).
Table 5 shows obtained correlations for second
graders.

Total token earnings were more highly correlated

with spring than fall scores on five out of six Metropolitan
subscales.

Correlations significant at the .05 or .01

level were obtained on two out of six subscales of the fall
tests, and five out of seven subscales of the spring tests.
None of the obtained correlations reached the five
per cent level of significance in the first grade sample.
Trinkets and Prizes Earned
Trinkets and prizes earned averaged 26.2 (range
17-34) for each second grader and 25.5 (range 17-32) for
each first grader (excluding 4 children not enrolled for
the full year), for a total of 611 items.

The number of

items chosen and the per cent of children choosing each are
shown in Table 6.

The four most popular items were

lollipops, pencils, marbles, and ball point pens, with
balloons, erasers, writing pads, and bangle bracelets next
in order.

Many children shared these objects, especially

pencils and candy, with siblings at home.

The teacher

provided tissue paper for wrapping gift items; 22 "gold
dishes" (aluminum coasters) were wrapped as gifts for
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Table 5
Correlation (r) Between Total Lesson Contingent Token
Earnings and Metropolitan Achievement Test
Scores (Second Grade)

Test Subscale

Fall Scores

Spring Scores

Word Knowledge

.41

.83**

Word Discrimination

.42

.45

Reading

.29

.56

--

Spelling

.62*

Arithmetic
Concepts and Problems

.75**

.69**

Computation

.55

.63*

Total

.75**

.71**

"*p < .05.

**p ( .01.
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Table 6
Trinkets and Prizes Earned

Per Cent of Children Choosing
the Item
Item

Number
Chosen

Second Graders

First Graders

Lollipops
Pencils
Marbles
Pen
Balloons
Erasers3
Writing Pads
Bracelets
Gold Dish
Comba
Coloring Booka
Easter Candy3Rulers
Cowboys
Rings
Balls
Life Savers3
Raisins (box)3
Indians
Candy
Barrettes
Crayons3
Horses.
Colored Chalk
Harmonica
Jacks
Tops3
Bubble Pipe
Cars3
Pencil Sharpeners
Flutes3
Magnifying Glass
Airplanes

73
71
52
40
27
26
26
24
22
21
18
. 17
17
16
16
14
14
14
12
11
9
7
7
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
3

81
94
63
94
63
50
94
56
56
69
63
69
56
44
44
50
69
50
25
25
31
13
25
19
25
25
31
25
13
13
25
6
6

89
100
78
78
67
89
78
44
67
44
33
33
56
44
56
56
33
0
44
44
33
'33
33
22
22
22
0
11
33
22
0
22
22

'
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Table 6--Continued

Boats
Jeeps
Hairbows

3
3
2

6
6
6

22
22
0

^Differences of 20% or more in per cent of first
and second grade children choosing the item.
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mothers.

Trinket items were often kept at school and used

as part of play constructions, especially by first graders.
Differences of 20% or more in the number of first
and second graders choosing a given trinket or prize
occurred on ten items (marked in Table 6).

Items

preferred by second graders included raisins (50%), life
savers (36%), and tops (31%), while 39% more first graders
chose erasers.

Not all items were on hand throughout the

year, although we continued to restock some, for example,
marbles, pencils and pens, at children's request.

New

objects were made available as stocks of old items ran
out.
Recording Behavior in the Classroom
Eighteen one hour observations were made in the
token classroom (T).

Individual data summaries are

presented by Martin et a l . , 1967.

A summary of setting

events (the kinds of activities engaged in by the children)
appears in Appendix B.
Combined observational data from the token class
room is compared in Table 7 with that from three other
classrooms:

a traditional classroom of middle class Anglo

children (A); a traditional classroom of Mexican-American
children (M); and an experimental classroom for MexicanAmerican children (E), whose curriculum and program
differed in many ways from the traditional format (the word
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Table 7
Classroom Observations, Mean Percentages of
Recorded Behaviors

Category
Sitting
Standing
Walking
Floor

(T)
Token
80
14
5
4

Traditional Classrooms
(A)
(M)
H.C.Anglo
Hex.-Am:
89
11
4
0

(E)
Experimental

83
15
8
2

49
36
12
16

44
37

15
40

6
15
• 80

6
32
64

21
26
4

19
30
2

18
5

1
0

23

0.3

Verbal Setting
Teacher
Peer

30
33

26
19
Talking

To Teacher
To Peer
None

2
12
87

1
5
94
Attending

To Teacher
To Peer
To Recorder

30
30
2

25
27
6
Reading

Child Reads
Child Read To

9
1

16
0
Writing

14

19

Interaction With Materials
Pencil
Paper
Book
Arts & Crafts
Objects

20
12
20
8
23

15
14
16
10
. 14

23
17
41
6
26

5
27
9
32
42
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"traditional" is used here as an alternative to "non
demonstration," "non-token," or "non-experimental").
The records offer a strictly quantitative measure
in but a few categories of children's classroom behavior,
thus making possible only a rough and restricted compari
son.

Behaviors were recorded in 20 subcategories.

Results obtained in room T most closely resemble those for
room M in eight subcategories (walking, verbal setting by
teacher, talking to teacher, attending to teacher, child
reads, writing, interacting with paper, and interacting
with books).

Token room data most closely resemble data

from room A in seven subcategories (sitting, standing, on
floor, verbal setting by peers, talking to peers, inter
acting with pencil, and interacting with objects).

Token

room data resemble those for room E in two subcategories
(attends to peer, and attends to recorder); they are
midway between A and M in two (not talking, and inter
acting with arts and crafts materials), and midway between
M and E in one (child being read to).
In these measures, then, the token room resembles
traditional classrooms much more than an experimental
program.

This provides some evidence for the claim that

except for the token system, overall format and procedures
in the token room remained unchanged from those generally
found in the district.

Secondly, in some ways at least,

the behavioral records of token room children more closely
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resemble those of middle class Anglo children than MexicanAmerican children, in traditional classrooms.

This is seen

in the amount of activity taking place other than while
sitting at desks, in the amount of peer talking, and in
interaction with objects in the classroom.
Test Results
Second Grade
Mean fall and spring scores on subscales of the
Metropolitan Achievement Test, Primary II Battery, are
shown in Table 8.

Tests for significance of difference

between means were made using t, corrected as needed for
heterogeneity of variance (Cochran and Cox, 1957).
Mean fall scores of the token group were higher
than that of the control group on all but one subscale,
Reading.

The differences (less than 2 points) were not

statistically significant, except in Word Knowledge, where
the token group showed an initial advantage of 4.22 points
(t = 2.2403, p ( .05).

The fall mean Total Score (all

subscales combined) was higher by 11.5 points in the token
group, but this difference did not approach significance.
The token group mean score in Word Knowledge was
also higher in the spring (3.22 points), but this differ
ence failed to reach significance at the .05 level.

Nor

were there significant differences in spring scores on
Reading, or on any arithmetic subscale.

Token group spring

Table 8
Mean Fall and Spring Scores on the Metropolitan Achievement
Test Primary II Battery

Fall Scores
Item

Token

Spring Scores

Control

t

Token

Control

t

Word Knowledge

33.46

29.24

2.2403*a

40.69

36.87

1.4734

Word
Discrimination

34.23

32.55

0.7536

46.84

40.37

2.7872*a

Reading

32.92

33.11

0.0797

43.15

39.68

1.8137

——

—-

——

47.23

38.94

4.3190**

Concepts &
Problem Solv.

30.54

29.61

0.4235

38.31

37.68

0.2750

Computation

29.55

28.13

0.8730

36.92

36.03

0.6025

Total Arith.

28.36

27.63

0.3745

37.08

36.05

0.5900

189.91

178.41

1.5611

247.91

223.82

•— -

—-

-—

58.00

45.82

Spelling

Total Score
Gain

2.7373**
2.0401*

2
at Q 5 corrected for s^ ^ s|.
*p ( .05.
to

**p ( .01.

00
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scores were significantly higher, however, on Word
Discrimination (p ( .05) and Spelling (p ( .01).
The spring mean Total Score for token Ss was
higher than that of the control Ss by 24.09 points, a
difference significant at the .01 level.

Omitting Spelling,

a test not administered to second graders in the fall, a
t test for significance of difference scores (McNemar,
1962) showed that the token group gains were significantly
greater than those of the control group (mean gain 12.81
points higher, p ( .05).
First Grade
Table 9 summarizes test results for the first grade
token and control groups.

Metropolitan Readiness Test

Total Scores are higher by 6.31 points in the token group.
This difference fails to approach significance at the .10
level, however.
Of the tests administered in the spring, scores on
the WISC Vocabulary Scale differed by less than 2 points
(t = 1.7942, N.S.).

Token Ss scored significantly higher

on the Stanford Binet Vocabulary Scale (p ( .05), and on
the Van Alstyne Picture Vocabulary Test (p ( .01).
The control classroom experimental curriculum was
very different from the traditional curriculum in the token
room.

However, both stressed language development.

In

order to check on the possibility that the token group was

t

Table 9
Mean Scores on Fall Reading Readiness and Spring Vocabulary Tests

Reading Readiness
Group

Total

Word M.

wise

Stanford-Binet

Van Alstyne

Token

40.12

5.75

8.22

51.14

87.44

Control

33.81

5.31

6.78

43.25

63.11

0.4997

1.7942

t

1.2906

2.5028*
*

3.4264**

*p ( .05.
*p ( .01.

o
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initially superior on the vocabulary (Word Meaning) subtest
of the Metropolitan Readiness Test, a t was run on the raw
scores for this subtest.

The token and control group mean

scores were less than 0.5 points apart (t ( 1.0, N.S.).
Assessment of Subject Attitude
Many positive statements were made by the children
about "the stars."

E.g., in writing sentences to include

spelling words, a second grader wrote, "I like treats."
Another wrote, "I hope we have a next treat."

No expres

sions of dissatisfaction were noted.
"Three Things I Liked at School"
During May, second graders were asked to write
"Three Things I Liked at School."

First graders were asked

to draw pictures on the same subject, and later dictated
picture titles to the teacher.

Table 10 summarizes the
!

results as percentages of total items listed, and per cent
of Ss listing given items.
Token Related Items.

These included "prizes,

trinkets, treats," or specific examples of each, or
"getting stars."
Work Related Items.

Children listed "working,

reading, spelling, the counting man," and "going to the
library."
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Table 10
Items Listed by Children as "Three Things I
Like at School"

% Token
Related

% Work
Related

% Play
Related

Grade

N o . of
Items
Listed

Items

Ss

Items

Ss

Items

Ss

First
(n = 9)

26

19

33

35

56

23

56

Second
(n = 17)

54

24

53

48

88

26

59

Both
(n = 26)

80

23

46

44

77

25

58

.

Play Related Items.

"Playing," or specific

examples of playing, were given, including "playing kickball" and "pick up sticks."
Others.

Of 80 items listed, only seven did not

fall into the above categories, and of the seven, only one
was submitted by a second grader.

Those items included,

"getting a drink of water, cutting flowers at home (to
bring to school), sitting under the tree at lunch," and
"walking to school."
Interviews
Tape recorded interviews were conducted in May with
21 children.

One child refused to talk into the tape
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recorder and four were absent.
were grouped into categories.

Responses to each question
Response categories, per

cent of responses falling into each category, and per cent
of Ss responding in each category are shown in Table 11.
"Did You Like School This Year?11

This question

was answered in the affirmative by all of the children.

We

do not know what responses a comparable group would give,
but the answers of token room Ss supported our subjective
observations, and those of visitors, that the children
appeared pleased and enthusiastic in the token classroom
environment.
"What Did You Like?"

Token-related responses to

this question were, "getting stars," and "trinkets."

Work-

related responses were, "cursive writing, spelling, reading,
worksheets, numbers," and "working."

First grade responses

to this question emphasized Play (five out of six Ss):
"play, pick-up-sticks, hopscotch, toys."
second graders mentioned play:

Only three of 14

"playing" (2), and "kick-

ball."
"Did You Like the Stars?"

All of the children

answered "yes" to this question.
"What Did You Have to do to Get Stars?"

First

graders mentioned, "listen, work, be in your seat, keep
your work straight, be quiet," and "fold your hands."

Table 11
Responses to Interview Questions

First Grade
(n = 7)

Number of
Responses
Question

Gr. 1

Did you like
school this
year?

7

Answers

Gr. 2

14

Yes
Other

What did you
like?

8

17

Did you like
the stars?

7

14

Yes
Other

25

Work-Related
Deportment-Related
Other

18

Work-Related
Other

What did you
have to do to
get stars?
What did you
learn this
year?

7

8

Token-Related
Work-Related
Play-Related
Other

Second Grade
(n = 14)

% of
Responses

% of
Ss

% of
Responses

% of
Ss

100
0

100
0

100
0

1.00
0

0
25
63
12

0
29
57
14

12
71
18
0

14
64
21
0

100
0

100
0

100
0

100
0

43
57
0

43
57
0

40
52
8

57
64
14

100
0

100
0

78.
22

71
29
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Eight second graders answered with some variant of "do good
work," and five with "be good."

Other responses were,

"earn them, read your book, clean up, get in your seat,
act well," and "be real quiet."

Several second graders

verbalized the token contingency very well.

One boy said,

"Be good, and do work good, and if I do the work all good,
she gives me a star for each thing that's good."

A girl

said, "You have to be good, and you have to do good work."
Children answered, "What did you have to do to get
stars?" with more examples of good deportment than of work.
Deportment responses may be somewhat inflated by classifying
the general statement "be good" in this category.

However,

control of deportment was important to the teacher, and she
maintained an intermittent schedule of reinforcement for
such'behaviors through the year.
"What Did You Learn This Year?"■ All of the first
graders and 71% of the second graders answered this
question with an example of a work activity.

No child

mentioned play here, nor did anyone say, "I learned how to
get stars . . .

or trinkets . . . " o r make any other token-

related comment.
Responses categorized as "Other" for questions
above were, "nothing, I don't know," and statements by two
children who misunderstood the questions.
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Overall Trends
Several trends are apparent in the data shown in
Tables 10 and 11:

(1) The children expressed positive

valuation for school, for both their work and play
activities, and for the token system.

(2) Both first and

second graders made many more work- and play-related
responses than token-related responses, concerning the
things they liked at school.

(3) First graders gave fewer

work-related responses than second graders.

The first

grade Ss had more opportunities for play during the school
day, and, for many of them, the classroom toys presented
new play experiences.
Assessment of Parental Attitude
An estimate of parental attitude toward the token
program was attempted at the regularly scheduled parentteacher conferences.

Twelve mothers, two grandmothers, and

one father attended a conference.

Although ten tokens were

awarded to any child whose parent came to a conference,
this was only a slightly greater turnout than the teacher
had experienced in past years.

One mother brought an older

child to translate for her, as she spoke no English.

The

teacher was not sure if this mother, and one other, under
stood the token system.

However, thirteen other parents or

grandparents definitely knew what the tokens were for.
"Doing good work, good things, being good, he earns them,
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good behavior," and "doing a lot of good work," were the
reasons stated.

Of the thirteen who understood the

contingency system, all expressed approval; nine said they
were very pleased; eight said they praised the child when
notes were brought home; four were saving pages of stars
and notes in scrap books; and two had set up "good
behavior charts" at home.
Throughout the remainder of the conference,
emphasis was placed on the child's best efforts, the
child's ability to earn rewards by good work and behavior,
and the value of praising the child at home.

The teacher

noted that this positive emphasis "made conferences much
more pleasant, and seemed to draw the parents out more
easily."
Attendance
No contingency was ever verbalized in the token
program for either tardiness or absence.

Still, an absent

child missed an opportunity to earn tokens, and a tardy
child lost the first token of the day, and missed the
morning snack, if any.

Attendance and tardiness of token

classroom subjects were compared to that of children in
the same teacher's second grade class during the previous
year.

Results are summarized in Table 12 for all children

enrolled during the entire school year.
small throughout.

Differences are
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Table 12
Attendance

Tardiness

Absence
Group

N

Range

Mean

Range

Mean

Number Not
Tardy

Token

22

0-30.5

10.5

0-28

3.8

12

Non-Token

21

0-27.5

9.0

0-23

3.2

12

Classroom Management
Feasibility
During the first few weeks, considerable time was
spent in teaching the contingencies and administering the
token system.

However, at the end of the fourth week, when

the children had learned the basic contingencies, and the
shift had been made from wall charts to1individual booklets,
the teacher reported that the token system was running
smoothly and was much less time consuming.
After the 16th week, most of the tokens dispensed
were contingent on lesson work, or other work-related
behaviors.

All schedules were thinned and intermittent.

Considerable delay was introduced, for example as work
sheets and optional work awaited checking.

In March, two

unidentified visitors to the token classroom observed for
twenty minutes, during which no tokens were dispensed, and
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then left the building, telling the secretary they must
have been in the wrong room:

’’We're looking for the

teacher that hands out candy all the time."
The greatest demand on the teacher was for
regularity in grading completed papers.

This became

especially burdensome when children began performing
optional work tasks; e .g . , one boy worked straight through
a number work book containing 72 separate lesson pages.
Completed assignments were always reinforced, although the
number of tokens remained constant as length and difficulty
of lesson work increased.
The teacher also complained about the number of
visitors, observers, recorders, and testers who came into
the classroom, although she continued to tolerate their
presence throughout.
Behavior Control

'

Tokens were used effectively by the teacher as a
means of eliciting desired behaviors in the classroom.
Example:

(From author's observation, 10/28/66).

The children were making Halloween masks out of paper
bags, using paints, colored paper, string, etc.

At

1:55 p.m. the teacher asked them to begin cleaning up,
repeating this request several times and referring to
tasks that needed to be done.

By 2:10 p.m. only a few

children had begun to clean up their work areas.

Many
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were trying on masks and showing them to one another and to
the observer.

At this time, the teacher repeated her

request and began to dispense tokens to those children
engaged in cleaning up behaviors.

As she stamped a star

into a boy's booklet, she said, "Jos£ is doing a very good
job.

He is picking up scraps from the floor."

Other

children immediately began cleaning up the floor.

Again,

the teacher dispensed a token and said, "Carla got a
sponge to wash off her desk.

Good, Carla."

ran to get sponges and wiped their desks.

Other children
By 2:20 p.m.,

the room was entirely cleaned up.
The teacher developed considerable skill in using
discriminative stimuli, along with reinforcement, to
handle undesirable or disruptive behaviors.
Example:

(From teacher's report).

were in their seats ready to begin a lesson.

The children
Three boys

were still walking around at the back of the room.

The

teacher told the class, "You are in your seats and ready
to begin.

Very good."

to sitting children.

She then dispensed several tokens
The three boys immediately went to

their places and sat down.
Example:

(From author's observations, 11/6/66).

A girl was spinning a plastic bracelet on her desk top,
distracting nearby children from the lesson at hand.

The

bracelet was a popular trinket item and several other
girls were wearing them.

The teacher stopped by the place
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of one girl wearing a bracelet and said, "Good, Lori, you
are keeping your bracelet on your arm."
a token to Lori.

She also dispensed

The bracelet spinner immediately

replaced her bracelet and got back to work.
Several individual problems were also approached
with the use of tokens.
Examples:

(From teacher's reports).

(1) The

teacher helped Greg in overcoming a speech difficulty, by
reinforcing him with tokens for correctly pronouncing the
letter "1."
(2)

Rosa, a somber, rather withdrawn girl, was

reinforced with tokens for smiling, and for participating
in activities with other children.

At the November

conference the girl's mother reported that during the
previous year Rosa had not wanted to go to school and
often stayed home with "aches and pains."

She had refused

to show her school papers or to talk with her mother about
school.

If her older sister was sick at home, Rosa refused

to go to school alone.

This year, however, Rosa liked

going to school, often talked about school, and "played
school" at home.

She also attended school even when her

sister stayed home.

In the classroom, Rosa smiled more

and participated more willingly.
Token incentives were successful in encouraging
children to perform various tasks outside of school.
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Examples:

(From teacher's reports).

(1) On

Thursday of the second week, the teacher asked the
children to bring in old newspapers for painting projects.
None was brought in on Friday or on Monday, although she
repeated the request and explained what the newspaper was
to be used for.

On Monday afternoon, she offered a star

to anyone bringing in newspaper.

By the next Friday, she

had so much newspaper that she had to cancel this
contingency.

Children bringing in the paper were also

praised for remembering, for cooperating, and for helping
to make the painting project possible.
(2) In previous years the teacher had asked
children to bring in old shirts for use as painting
smocks, but even with a great deal of urging and reminding,
the average number of shirts brought in was two.

This

request was made in the token classroom on a Tuesday, and
five stars were offered for anyone bringing in an old
shirt by the next day.

One shirt was brought in on

Tuesday after lunch, and nine others the next morning.
Again, the children were reinforced, and praised for
remembering, for planning ahead, and for cooperating.
Integration Into Curriculum
The teacher integrated the token system into her
overall teaching program in many ways.

She used tokens .to

provide opportunities for counting, and for use of the
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calendar.

Trinkets, prizes, and treats were selected to

maximize their teaching value.

Lessons were often planned

around Group Treats.
Examples:

(From teacher's reports).

(1) Toys

such as the bubble pipes presented new experiences to many
of the children.

Soap suds were made available in the

classroom.
(2) When the children had accumulated sufficient
tokens to earn the visit of a university herpetologist,
they all practiced making phone calls, and then voted for
a child to make the final call to the professor, informing
him that they were ready.

The reptiles and amphibians he

brought were handled by all of the children.

The teacher

had provided several books about these animals; after the
visit the children dictated and illustrated chart stories.
(3) The many varieties of food introduced were
i

frequently made the basis for language lessons, as the
teacher talked with the children about flavors, textures,
and other qualities.

Toward the end of the year, the

children nominated and voted for Group Treats.

All

subsequent treats involved food, including coconuts,
pineapples, and watermelon.

The fruits were available in

the classroom several days before the treat.

Each child

was asked to answer certain questions about them, including
their texture, what might be inside them, how they might
taste, etc.

After eating the food, the children again
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answered the questions, confirming some of their answers
and modifying others.
As a group, the children never failed to engage in
a behavior on which tokens were made contingent.

When

optional work was made available, all the children
performed at least some of the tasks.
Examples:
observations).

(From teacher's reports and author's

(1) The sign-in cards provided to the

children for the signatures of people to whom they read,
proved very popular.

On 3/15/67 the author observed

several pairs of children reading and being read to; first
graders moved about until they found a second grader who
would agree to listen to them read.

Second graders read

to each other.
(2) All of the children were encouraged to take
books and cards home.

Parents, and often grandparents,

were read to and duly signed the cards.
wrote notes on the sign-in cards.

Several parents

One mother wrote:

"Dear Mrs. Lowe, Alicia is doing very good at reading her
book.

She has read to me 48 pages which is the whole

book.

I am very glad she can read, she is always asking

me to read her a story.

Yours truly, Maria."

(3) Flash card drills were also provided.

A rough

estimate of the effects of this drill was attempted.
During one week a set of cards were provided to the first
graders with a review of past reading words.

A "time
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sheet" was also given, ruled off into days.

Each day the

first graders found second graders to administer the card
drills.

The second graders then signed the time sheets.

Both children earned one token in this way.

On Friday the

first grade was given a word recognition test (the
teacher read a word aloud and the children circled the
correct word in a group of three).

Immediately afterwards

the second grade was given a spelling test with the same
number of words.

Before the tests, the teacher offered

two tokens and a lollipop to any child making 100% correct
responses.

Four out of seven first graders made no errors.

No second grader got 100% right.. The suggestion that the
flash card drill helped the first graders is enhanced by
their previously poorer performance on word recognition
tasks.
In addition, the children engaged in many
academic and work-related behaviors which were never
reinforced with tokens.
Examples;

(From teacher's reports).

Many wrote

reading and spelling words on the writing pads obtained
from the trinket bank.

After the spelling test mentioned

above, the teacher observed children writing their
spelling words on the small chalk boards provided, as
dictated by another child.

Elaborate block structures

were built, incorporating cars, trains, and farm animals.
Film strip viewers, and science equipment (such as
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thermometers and jars of ice) were used contingent on the
completion of other work, but not in themselves reinforced
with tokens.
Group Processes
The children made a variety of suggestions
regarding the tokens, many of which were accepted by the
teacher.

Several problems in administering the system

were handled by the children as a group or in interaction
with one another.
Examples:

(From teacher's reports).

(l) On one

occasion the teacher had offered one token to anyone
bringing food from home to take along on an upcoming zoo
visit and feed to the animals.

Juan's mother sent in a

big bag of home made pop c o m .

Some children suggested

Juan get three tokens for this, others suggested five, and
even ten.

A vote was taken, and five tokens awarded.

(2) Billy returned after a long absence on the day
of a Group Treat toward which he had not contributed the
requisite number of tokens.

The children discussed this

problem and voted to let Billy join in the treat (water
melon party).
(3) Children lagging behind others in supplying
earned tokens toward Group Treats were subjected to
remonstrations from peers.

The teacher heard children on

several occasions making suggestions to others as to
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things they could do to earn tokens to complete their
requirements.
(4)
deadline.

Only once did a girl fail to meet the group
This girl sat in the hallway during the first

ten minutes of a movie, finishing work assignments, and
then returned grinning to the classroom and watched the
remainder of the film.
Follow-Up
The second grade subjects were promoted as a group.
About a month after the beginning of the next school year,
their new teacher, Mrs. B ., stopped the demonstration
project teacher in the hall.

Mrs. B. said that the

children were "wonderfully hard workers," that they seemed
more willing to work and happier to try to learn, that
they were better motivated, and were making teaching more
fun for her.

A few weeks later, Mrs. Bi volunteered the

information that on her last weekly spelling test 19 out
of 25 children had made a score of 100%, an unusually high
number in her experience.
from M r s . B .

A third report came in November

She again went out of her way to tell the

demonstration teacher what a hard-working, enthusiastic
group the children were, and repeated her statement about
it being more fun to teach them.

We will be interested to

see Metropolitan Achievement Test scores on this group at
the end of the third grade.

DISCUSSION
The results indicate that an extensive token
economy is feasible in a "traditional" public school class
room.

First and second grade children were able to learn

the contingencies established, with delayed as well as
immediate reinforcement, and on intermittent as well as
continuous schedules.

No child ever lost or destroyed a

token booklet, and all were able to keep their own records
of backup reinforcers chosen.

Cost per pupil ($3.23) for

the school year) was low.
The teacher's function, qua teacher, was not
impaired.

She was able to integrate the token system into

the academic program in many ways.

Two principal

difficulties arose, neither insurmountable.

The first

was an influx into the classroom of observers, recorders
and testers, which was seen by the teacher as an intrusion
and a disruption of class routine.
of the token system, per se.

This was not a result

The second was the need for

regularity in the grading of papers, and the heavy increase
in paper grading demands that followed the introduction of
optional work tasks.

Grading papers is a burden to most

teachers, but the token system, as established here, tended
to accentuate the problem.
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All of the children expressed positive attitudes
toward school and toward the tokens.

Thirteen of fifteen

parents or parent surrogates interviewed understood the
token system when they came to the first school conference;
all who understood it approved of it.

This universal

approval might not have been forthcoming in a middle class
neighborhood.
An abundance of positive reinforcers was made
available by the token program, including.over 50,000
tokens, 600 trinkets or prizes, snacks, various group and
individual activities, as well as naturally occurring
classroom reinforcers, including social reinforcement.
The token system retained its effectiveness as the
year progressed.

The children showed a generally linear

increase in token earnings.

By providing a wide variety

of backup reinforcers, the token economy increases the
probability of the presence of a functional reinforcer for
each child at all times.

Bissett and Rieber (1966) have

demonstrated the inaccuracy of an experimenter's
"educated guesses" in predicting preferred reinforcers
for young children.

Systematic assessment of reinforcer

effectiveness would have strengthened our program.

For

example, the reduced earnings of first grade subjects may
have been at least partly due to a lower overall attractive
ness of available reinforcers for this group.
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The academically most able children received the
most payoff from the system.

However, individual token

earnings were correlated with more measures of end of year
ability than incoming ability.

There was always some

response available for even the least able, by which
reinforcers could be earned.

The difference in earnings

was a function of response rate.

This is in sharp contrast

to the customary use of tangible rewards (gold stars are
the classic example) for the perfect, or the best perform
ance , which makes reinforcement unavailable to all but a
few.
The problem of differential response rate could be
approached directly by better programming of learning tasks
for individuals.

Hewett describes a "behaviorally

engineered classroom" in which a hierarchy of educational
tasks, both at the readiness and mastery level, are
provided for emotionally disturbed and educationally
handicapped children (Hewett, 1967).

Work centers could

be set up in any classroom where children could engage in
tasks which have a programmed relation to academic mastery.
Tokens contingent upon task performance can be easily
adapted to highly individualized curricula.

Tasks

particularly difficult for a child could either be broken
down into simpler learning steps, be made to yield a
higher rate of token earnings, or both.

It may be

unrealistic to expect teachers to develop such curricula
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"on the job," but as more and better programmed materials
become available, token systems offer a practical means for
managing their use in the classroom.
Effect on Academic Achievement
Second graders in the token room showed signifi
cantly higher overall gains on the Metropolitan Achievement
Test Primary II Battery than the control group.

First

grade Ss made significantly higher scores on two vocabulary
measures at the end of the year than did their respective
controls.

These data must be interpreted with considerable

reservation, however.
The second grade control group differed from the
token Ss in time of testing (as much as three years
previously), teachers (always a powerful variable), and in
procedures of administration of tests, scoring, and
recording of scores.

The time variable'may have involved

changes in social climate, and did involve changes in
educafional practice, including the initiation of the Head
Start Program.
In addition, second grade token room Ss demonstrated
higher fall scores on all but the Reading subscale of the
Metropolitan.

The advantages were small (not over two

points) in all but one subscale, Word Knowledge, where the
token group had an initial statistically significant
advantage of 4.2 points.
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Although the first grade control group was
contemporaneous, its overall Reading Readiness scores
were again lower, though not statistically significantly
lower, than that of the token S s .

Also, curricula of the

two groups were not comparable.
Given these initial advantages, the significantly
higher spring scores shown by token room Ss on six
measures (Tables 8 and 9) are not necessarily the result
of a superior program.

Even if we were to claim more

academic advance for the token group, we have not
demonstrated that the tokens were the variable controlling,
this advance.

What we can confidently conclude is that

the extensive token economy utilized affected no detriment
to tested academic achievement of the children, as com
pared to that of certain other children in the same
school.
The lack of more dramatic test gains in the token
group may, in turn, be a function of some of the same
variables cited;

time, different teachers, or differences

in test administration and scoring.

Both token and control

children may have been functioning close to the limits of
their abilities.

If we assume that the token system

increased the motivational level of token classroom
children, failure to show dramatic test gains may also
have been a function of curriculum.

There is no doubt that

the children in the token room performed the assigned work.

•
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Under high performance levels, evaluation of curriculum
becomes possible.

The Research and Development Center

experimental program, mentioned above, from which first
grade control S_s were drawn, was an attempt to develop a
curriculum more suited to the needs of the population in
question, on the assumption that existing curricula are
grossly inadequate.
Discriminative Function of Tokens
In addition to providing an abundance of response
specific positive reinforcement, tokens appeared to have
several important discriminative functions.

Just as we

cannot assume that something, whether behavior or object,
acts as a functional reinforcer for another person, there
is evidence to support the idea that we further cannot
assume to know exactly what another person perceives or
discriminates.

Prokasy and Hall (1963)'argue for the need

of making a careful distinction between "experimenter
events" (what the experimenter wants the subject to attend
to) and "stimuli" (what the subject actually perceives),
even in highly simplified laboratory settings.

Social

psychologists have demonstrated the effects of many
variables, including socio-economic class, values, and
need states, on perception (Backman and Secord, 1966).
The implication here is that we are not justified
in making the assumption that a child is able to
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discriminate which behaviors are appropriate or desirable
in the classroom, even though these seem perfectly simple
and clear to us, and even though "he has been told."

Many

teachers have recognized the value of stating the basis
for their praise in terms of specific behaviors ("you have
finished all of the problems") rather than making general
statements ("you are a good boy").

Token economies

maximize the opportunities to teach these discriminations,
perhaps largely because they elicit verbal labels from a
teacher more than does the dispensing of social reinforce
ment.

We are less likely to explain to a child why we

smiled at him, than why we handed him a token.

Interview

responses indicated that the children had accurately
discriminated reinforcement contingent behaviors in the
token room.
Many of the behaviors considered desirable by the
school and the larger culture are subtle and complex.

For

example, first and second graders in this school district
were being graded on their report cards on "Personal and
Social Growth," including "accepts responsibility," "is
developing self-confidence," "is developing selfdiscipline," and "shows initiative."

Under Social Studies

grading was made for "is developing a good attitude toward
self and others," and under Art, "expresses ideas in an
original way."

One wonders about the difficulty even for
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the teachers, in discriminating examples of these
developments.
Complex social behaviors, even relatively simple
ones such as "being honest," "planning ahead," or "being
helpful," are very difficult to explain verbally to young
children.

By immediately reinforcing instances of such

behaviors, and providing the appropriate verbal labels,
the teacher felt that she had been able to help the
children to discriminate what the behaviors were, as well
as indicating their desirability.
Teachers know that saying "Mary is ready, that's
good, Mary," is an effective way of getting some of the
other children ready.

Both a discriminative function

(clearly specifying the desired behavior), and a
reinforcing function (praise) are involved here.

The

token room teacher was initially startled at the power
of this technique when the dispensing of tokens was added
to the verbal label and praise.

The same effect, using

tokens, was reported by O'Leary and Becker (1968) in their
adjustment classroom.
The discriminative function of tokens is similar
here, but their reinforcing function for all of the
children makes this a particularly effective method of
eliciting desirable behaviors from children who would
otherwise have to be singled out (and possibly reinforced
by attention) for failing to engage in the behavior.

This
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is a much more practical method than the ignoring of
undesirable behaviors, sometimes suggested by psychologists
who have not been faced with the realities of handling
twenty-seven children in a classroom.

Ignoring of

undesirable behavior is retained here, but paired with
reinforcement of the incompatible appropriate behavior (or
the presentation of stimuli discriminative for reinforcer
availability).
Use of Reward Systems in the Schools
Temporal proximity of reinforcement to correct
response can be maximized by a token system.

However,

contingent delayed reinforcements of various kinds can
also be included.

These may be useful in teaching children

to plan ahead, to work for distant goals, and to develop
confidence that distant rewards will appear when promised,
behaviors often cited as particularly difficult for dis
advantaged children (Riesman, 1960).
Placing so many positive reinforcers on contingency
not only makes them available for strengthening desirable
behaviors, but also avoids much of the inadvertent
reinforcement of any ongoing behavior that obtains with
unprogrammed reward.

In addition, tokens may be useful in

teaching children about relationships between their own
behavior and events in the external environment, another
problem area for disadvantaged children mentioned by
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Riesman (1960).

The children can learn that good things

result, or fail to result, as a direct function of their
own behavior, not solely on the basis of chance or the
capriciousness of others.
Children in the token classroom realized, as did
their parents, that reinforcement was contingent on their
own behavior.

Several children were asked during the year

how they had obtained some trinket.

Answers were

inevitably, "I earned it," or, "I worked for it," never,
"She gave it to me."

After the trip to the park the

teacher asked, "Why were we able to take the trip today?"
The children answered, "Because we worked so hardI"
What of the issue of "extrinsic" versus "intrinsic"
reward, which seems to be so important to educators when
they contemplate a reward system such as ours?

The results

indicate that the attention and positive valuation of the
children was focused primarily on their work and play
activities in the school environment, and not on the tokens
or back-up reinforcers.

It would be very difficult to

strengthen any behavior without also strengthening its
attentional components.

There is also evidence that

insofar as we are successful or unsuccessful at any given
behavior, attitudinal and valuational components will be
strengthened as well (Scott, 1959).

The vital role of a

child's success in helping him to learn, and to develop
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positive attitudes toward learning, is frequently cited by
educators (Johnson, 1963).
Another common objection is that behaviors
developed and strengthened under "extrinsic” reward will
drop out as soon as the reward is withdrawn.

Under

intermittent schedules of reinforcement, such as those
used here (and those almost invariably found in class
rooms) very slow extinction of reinforced behaviors would
be predicted even in the absence of further reward.
However, academic skill and socially appropriate behaviors
are rewarded in the schools, homes, and larger society,
albeit not always as effectively as one might wish.

The

reports of the second graders' subsequent teacher indicate
that the children were maintaining a high level of
motivation and performing at better than expected skill
levels as well.

This is especially interesting as the

token program was ended abruptly on the last day of
school, with no attempt made to taper off the children's
token earnings, or to affect a transition to naturally
occurring reinforcers, such as is usually made in behavior
modification programs.

The children were evidently able

to discriminate the end of the token year (referred to by
one third grade boy as "the good old days"), and to adjust
to the demands and rewards of their third grade classroom
at a high level of performance and with considerable
enthusiasm.
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Well planned reward systems offer an effective
technique for teaching motivation and socially appropriate
behaviors in the classroom.

In addition, they have a

potential role in teaching attention, discrimination,
planning, responsibility, and valuational attitudes toward
school behaviors.

Token systems also provide educators

with a research tool for studying both learning and
motivation.
A further result of this study was the demonstra
tion of the teacher's potential as a working partner in
research.

The unique advantages of the natural environment

for certain kinds of research, and for generalizing the
results of research, are becoming increasingly evident to
psychologists.

The research on behavior modification in

the classroom, for example, can best be done in the class
room itself.

The active cooperation of teachers, in

planning and evaluation, as well as in carrying out
research, is essential.

The token room teacher functioned

in all these capacities for an almost year-long project.
The possibilities for cooperative research by psychologists
and educators in the schools are exciting and important,
both for teachers and children, and for psychological
theories of learning and behavior.

APPENDIX A
NOTES SENT HOME TO PARENTS
1.
Dear __________ ,
Because __________ has been working so hard and
has been such a good child at school, __________ has
earned this trinket to take home.
Mrs. Lowe
2.
Dear Parents,
I am pleased to say that because your child has
worked so well at school this week, he may go on a trip
to Randolph Park, Monday October 10.
1

We may not get back to school until 12 o'clock so
we may be late for lunch.
Mrs. Lowe
3.
Dear Parent,
It makes me happy to write that __________ has
earned this trinket by doing good work and by being good
in school.
Sincerely,
M r s . Lowe
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4.
Dear Parent,
__________
behave in school.

is still trying to do good work and to
I am happy he has earned this trinket

to take home.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Lowe
5.
Dear Parents,
Because your child has been good and has been
working hard in school, he has earned the chance to see
the new Walt Disney movie--White Wilderness.

Usually

children pay 15$ to go.
However, if you wish to send 15$ toward the School
Health Fund which helps buy children eye glasses and
hearing aids, the money would be appreciated.
Your child has earned the privilege of attending
the mdvie anyway on October 26.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Lowe
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6.
Dear Parents,
I am happy that ________ _
and is still being good in school.

is still working hard
__________ has earned

this trinket to take home.
Sincerely,
M r s . Lowe
7.
Dear __________ ,
__________
in school.

continues to work hard and to be good

It pleases me to be able to tell you he has

earned this trinket to take home.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Lowe

8.
Dear Parent,
__________ has earned this prize to take home
because he has done such good work with his seat lessons.
Sincerely,
M r s . Lowe
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9.
Dear Parent,
The children now can earn prizes for doing verygood work on their worksheets and other lessons they do by
themselves at their seats.

__________ has earned a prize

to take home.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Lowe

APPENDIX B
CURRICULUM
1.

The New Basic Readers.

Language Arts Program,

Curriculum Foundation Series.

Chicago: Scott, Foresman,

and C o ., 1962.
Grade One Titles
Listen, Speak, and Write
Our Big Book
Sally, Dick, and Jane
More Fun With Our Family
Fun Wherever We Are
Guess Who?
Fun With Our Friends
i

Grade Two Titles
Fun With Our Friends
Friends Old and New
More Fun With Our Friends .
Our New Friends
What Next?
We Three

:*
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2.

Rogers, Don C . , Ort, Lorrene L . , and Serrs, Mary C.
My word book (Spelling Series).

Chicago: Lyons and

Carnahan, 1962 (Grade Two).
3.

Huber, Miriam B . , Salisbury, Frank S ., and O'Donnell,
Mabel.

It happened one day.

Illinois: Row, Peterson,

and Co., 1962 (Grade Two).
4.

Teacher's Guide for First Grade, Greater Cleveland
Mathematics Program.

Chicago: Science Research

Associates, Inc., 1962 (Both Grades).
5.

Young, Alan, Hewitt, Joyce, and Bayruns, Thomas C.
Ready for numbers.

New York: Holt, Rinehart, and

Winston, 1961 (Optional, Grade One).
6.

Merton, Elda L., and Brueckner, Leo J.

Using numbers.

New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1965 (Optional,
Grade Two).

APPENDIX C
SETTING SUMMARIES FOR CLASSROOM RECORDINGS
Recording 1.

4/17/67, 10:14 to 11:16 a.m.

Reading circle until 10:53; desk work (math);
varied independent activities. New Reading circle at
10:59. Story man from 10:06 to 11:16.
Recording 2 .

4/19/67, 9:42 to 10:09 a.m.

Class doing lessons at seat. Teacher and class
discuss Treat and then go over worksheet.
Recording 3 .

4/19/67, 12:50 to 1:50 p.m.

Arithmetic lesson; the teacher in reading circle
with nine students. Others doing desk work, or art, or
play activity.

Recording 4 .

4/20/67, 9:12 to 10:14 a.m.

Teacher getting day's work organized, giving
directions and assignments. Teacher then goes to reading
circle with first grade, others doing desk work,
activities.

Recording 5 .

4/20/67, 1:53 to 2:37 p.m.

Spelling lesson; some are doing art. Spelling
ends at 1:59. Class discusses pineapple. Reading circle
from 2:19 until end of period.
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Recording 6 .

4/21/67, 9:39 to 10:10 a.m.

Class doing lesson work until 9:47. Teacher
helping first grade. The music teacher enters and gives
lesson, teaches about instruments, and a song.
Recording 7 .

4/24/67, 9:10 to 10:02 a.m.

Class getting ready for morning's work. Pledge to
flag. Lesson and desk work. Around 9:34, one group to
reading circle. Others finish worksheets and do activities.
Recording 8 .

4/24/67, 10:07 to 11:05 a.m.

Teacher has word lessons and reading circle.
Rest
of class reading and writing.
Children at desks engage in
different activities as they finish work.
Recording 9 .

4/24/67, 12:50 to 1:49 p.m.

Math lesson by teacher.
Class doing workbooks.
Teacher walking around. Writing lesson for.second grade,
lessons checked individually.
First grade in reading
circle.

Recording 10.

4/24/67, 1:50 to 2:35 p.m.

First grade in reading circle.
Second grade
working independently.
Pineapple Treat and pineapples
explained. Gift presented to child who had been in the
hospital.

Recording 11.

4/25/67, 10:10 to 10:59 a.m.

First grade in circle with word cards. Second
grade cutting stars or working independently, making paper
flowers.

Recording 12.

4/25/67, 11:15 to 11:37 a.m.

Children working independently.
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Recording 13.

4/25/67, 12:50 to 1:41 p.m.

Math lesson. TV viewing, an educational program.
Visitor enters and leaves. Stretching exercises.
Recording 14.

4/26/67, 9:16 to 9:57 a.m.

Children making flash cards. Teacher working with
first grade.
Second grade working independently.
First
grade then goes to the reading circle.
Recording 15.

4/26/67, 1:51 to 2:36 p.m.

Second grade having spelling lesson. First grade
working independently.
Class cleans up and prepares to
leave.
Recording 16.

4/27/67, 10:05 to 10:56 a.m.

First grade with teacher in reading circle. Second
grade writing.
Second grade then works on vowel sounds in
reading circle.

Recording 17.

4/28/67, 9:11 to 10:10 a.m.

Teacher gives stars and grades papers.
Class
engages in various activities. Pledge to flag. Teacher
tells story to second grade. First grade in reading
circle. Second grade working independently.
Recording 18.

4/28/67, 12:45 to 1:43 p.m.

Math lesson with flash cards. Spelling test for
second grade. First grade working independently in math
workbooks.
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